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Abstract. In declarative process models, a process is described as a set
of rules as opposed to a set of permitted flows. Oftentimes, such rule-
based notations are more concise than their flow-based cousins; however,
that conciseness comes at a cost: It requires computation to work out
which flows are in fact allowed by the rules of the process. In this paper,
we present an algorithm to solve the Activity Reachability problems for
the declarative Condition Response (DCR) graphs notation: the problem
given a DCR graph and a task, say “Payout reimbursement”, to find a
flow allowed by the graph that ends with the execution of that task.
Existing brute-force solutions to this problem are generally unhelpful
already at medium-sized graphs. We present here a genetic algorithm
solving Activity Reachability. We evaluate this algorithm on a selection
of DCR graphs, both artificial and from industry, and find that on the
real-world examples, the genetic algorithm invariably outperforms the
brute-force solutions by two orders of magnitude.
Keywords: Genetic algorithm, DCR, Event reachability, Activity reach-
ability
1 Introduction
In the field of business process modelling, there are currently two major mod-
elling paradigms. In declarative notations such as such as DECLARE [2,20],
DCR graphs [6,13], GSM [15] and CMMN [18] a model comprises the rules gov-
erning process execution. In imperative notations such as Petri- and Workflow
nets nets[1,3] and BPMN[19], a model comprises a more explicit representation
of the set of possible executions.
The choice between the two paradigms is in essence a trade-off of concise-
ness for computational requirements. A declarative model may, via its rules,
concisely represent a very large number of possible process executions: A DCR
graph or DECLARE model may represent a space of process executions expo-
nentially larger than the graph itself. Many interesting problems of DCR graphs
are consequently computationally hard [8].
2In this paper, we explore the the problem of determining given a model M
and an activity a whether there is a sequence of activity executions admitted by
M which ends with a. We will study this problem in the setting of DCR graphs,
where activities are typically conflated with events. Here, the problem is called
“Event reachability” [8,5].
In practice solving this problem is an important model-checking tool for
model development. E.g., suppose we are constructing a DCR model of an insur-
ance process involving an event “Payout reimbursement”, and we are interested
in knowing whether from a given state of the model it is still possible to reach
this “Payout reimbursement” event.
Definition 1. Given a DCR graph G and an event e of G, we say that e is
reachable from G if there exists a path e1, . . . , en of event executions admitted
by G such that en = e. We call in this case the path e1, . . . , en a witness for
reachability of e.
Existing solutions to this problem are either brute-force approaches that are
impractical on all but the smallest models [12,7,6] or approximations applicable
only in special cases of graph structure [5,8]. We investigate in this paper an
alternative approximation approach using “Genetic Algorithms” [4] to heuristi-
cally find such paths, or give up if a time-bound expires.
We make in this paper the following contributions.
1. We provide a Genetic Algorithm for approximating DCR Event Reachability,
including an implementation;
2. We report on a comparison with the existing brute-force solver reported
in [7,6] on both artificial and real-world models.
While the genetic algorithm is inferior to the brute-force one on examples
constructed specifically to be difficult for the former, it is remarkably effective
on the real-world examples: It finds paths where the brute-force algorithm times
out, and even when both find a path, the genetic algorithm does so several
orders of magnitude faster than the brute-force one. Moreover, at least for initial
state models, the real-world examples (with one exception) does not contain
unreachable events.
We conclude that the Genetic Algorithm appears to be a quite practical
approach to approximating Event Reachability in DCR graphs.
2 Dynamic Condition Response Graphs
DCR Graphs is a declarative notation for modelling processes superficially sim-
ilar to DECLARE [21,20] or temporal logics such as LTL [22]. One notable dif-
ference is that DCR graphs model constraints between so-called events labelled
by activities, whereas in DECLARE and LTL, constraints are defined directly
between activities. This indirection adds expressive power: DCR graphs model
the union of regular and omega-regular languages [10].
3The present paper makes two restrictions on DCR graphs: (1) we consider
only finite executions, and (2) we assume each event is labelled by a unique ac-
tivity. None of these restrictions are controversial, the latter is pervasive in the
literature on DCR graphs. Because of the latter assumption we do not distin-
guish between (DCR) “events” and “activities” in the sequel, speaking only of
“events”.
Definition 2 (DCR Graph [13]). A DCR graph is a tuple (E,R,M) where
– E is a finite set of (activity labelled) events, the nodes of the graph.
– R is the edges of the graph. Edges are partitioned into five kinds, named and
drawn as follows: The conditions (→•), responses (•→), inclusions (→+),
exclusions (→%) and milestones →.
– M is the marking of the graph. This is a triple (Ex,Re, In) of sets of events,
respectively the previously executed (Ex), the currently pending (Re), and the
currently included (In) events.
The marking of a DCR graph is its run-time state: it records which events have
been executed (Ex), which are currently included (In) in the graph, and which
are required to be executed again in order for the graph to be accepting (Re).
We first define when an event is enabled.
Notation. When G is a DCR graph, we write, e.g., E(G) for the set of events
of G, Ex(G) for the executed events in the marking of G, etc. In particular, we
write M(e) for the triple of boolean values (e ∈ Ex, e ∈ Re, e ∈ In). We write
(→•e) for the set {e′ ∈ E | e′ →• e}, write (e•→) for the set {e′ ∈ E | e •→ e′}
and similarly for (e→+), (e→%) and (→e).
Definition 3 (Enabled events [13]). Let G = (E,R,M) be a DCR graph, with
marking M = (Ex,Re, In). An event e ∈ E is enabled, written e ∈ enabled(G), iff
(a) e ∈ In and (b) In ∩ (→•e) ⊆ Ex and (c) (Re ∩ In) ∩ (→e) = ∅.
That is, enabled events (a) are included, (b) their included conditions have al-
ready been executed, and (c) have no included milestones with an unfulfilled
response.
Executing an enabled event e of a DCR Graph with marking (Ex,Re, In)
results in a new marking where (a) the event e is added to the set of executed
events, (b) e is removed from the set of pending response events, (c) the responses
of e is added to the pending responses, (d) the events excluded by e is removed
from included events, and (e) the events included by e is added to the included
events.
From this we can define the language of a DCR Graph as all finite sequences
of events ending in a marking with no event both included and pending.
Definition 4 (Language of a DCR Graph [13]). Let G0 = (E,R,M) be a
DCR graph with marking M0 = (Ex0,Re0, In0). A trace of G0 is a finite sequence
of events e0, . . . , en such that for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, (i) ei is enabled in the marking Mi =
(Exi,Rei, Ini) of Gi, and (ii) Gi+1 is a DCR Graph with the same events and
4relations as Gi but with marking (Exi+1,Rei+1, Ini+1) = (Exi ∪{ei}, (Rei\{ei})∪
(ei •→), (Ini\(ei→%)) ∪ (ei→+)).
We call such a trace accepting if for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n we have Rei+1∩ Ini+1 = ∅.
The language lang(G0) of G0 is then the set of all such accepting traces.
A small example graph is shown in Figure 1. This example has five events,
A,B,C,D, and Goal . The yellow arrows indicate condition relations: because
there is a yellow arrow from A to D, A must be executed before we can execute
D, and D must be executed before we can execute Goal .The red arrows indi-
cate exclusion relations: executing B excludes A, making A not executable and
voiding the condition from A to D.
The event Goal is not initially enabled for execution: it is prevented by the
condition to D. D is similarly not enabled, prevented by the condition to A.
One way to reach Goal it thus the sequence A,D,Goal . Alternatively, one may
exploit the exclusion arrow from C to void the condition from D, arriving at the
sequence C,Goal .
Since an event in a DCR graph can be executed multiple times, there are
infinitely many ways to reach the event Goal ; e.g., the sets of strings characterised
by the regular expressions A+D(A|D)+Goal or (B|A|C)∗CGoal .
Fig. 1. Example DCR graph
Previous approaches to event reachability in DCR graphs have simply ex-
plored the state space of a DCR model [7,6]. Since the state of a DCR event
is fully characterised by its three boolean attributes (executed, included, pend-
ing), an event can therefore be in at most 23 different states; a DCR graph with
n events can therefore maximally have 23n markings. Not all of these mark-
ings will generally be reachable in a DCR graph, however, experience suggests
that for real-life graphs, the state space is large enough to prohibit brute force
approaches [12,7].
3 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) imitate natural selection. Solutions to a problem are
structured as individuals with one or more chromosomes1 consisting of genes.
1 We will assume that individuals only have one chromosome, as most problems can
be suitably modeled as individuals with only one chromosome.
5Fig. 2. A possible instantiation of a chromosome in max-ones.
This class of algorithms is often used where no efficient algorithm exists, but we
have some notion of what makes a partial solution good.
A GA creates a list of individuals, the initial population or generation 1,
with randomly generated chromosomes. Individuals are ranked by their fitness,
based on how good the solution encoded in their chromosome is. We then select
two or more individuals (parents) based on their rank and create a child whose
chromosome is the crossover of the parents chromosomes. We create children
until we reach a specified number of individuals, commonly double the initial
population. At this point we proceed to kill off the worst individuals until we
reach our initial population size. The remaining individuals constitute generation
2 of individuals.
This process is repeated until a stop condition is met. Common stop con-
ditions are a solution is found or n number of generation have been generated.
When it is unknown whether or not a solution is optimal, we can also set an opti-
mization threshold oT and run the algorithm until the best individual improves
less than oT in some amount of generations.
To implement a GA, we will need to implement the main building blocks
of any genetic algorithm: a fitness function, a selection/ranking function, a
crossover function and a mutation function. But first we have to decide how
a gene and chromosome should be represented.
If our problem is to construct a bit string of length 6 with the maximum
number of 1’s2, our genes will be either a 1 or a 0, and our chromosome will
be a list or 1’s and 0’s of length 6 as seen in figure 2. We will call this problem
max-ones and use it through out this section.
Fitness Function The fitness function of a GA takes an individual as input and
return a value based on how good a solution its chromosome is. For a GA for
max-ones a good fitness function simply returns the number of ones in a string.
Such a fitness function would return 2 for the chromosome in figure 2.
Selection Function One of the common ways to select individuals from a pop-
ulation is to first sort the population by fitness. Then we set the accumulated






2 While this problem may seem trivial, because we already know the answer, one can
think of the 1’s as the binary representation of yes to the answer of a more complex
question. Our problem therefore expands into: What is the maximum number of
questions I can get a yes from.
6The accumulated selection chance of the last individual will be 1. We then ran-
domly select a value between 0 and 1 and select the last individual with an ac-
cumulated selection chance smaller than the random number. We have a greater
chance of choosing individuals with better fitness score, but occasionally we get
a worse individual, which is great for escaping local maximums in optimization
algorithms [4].
Some selection functions will always retain the top 5 − 10% of individuals,
normally called the elite. This ensures that the top individuals never get worse.
Crossover Function A crossover function in most cases takes two individuals (it
may take an arbitrary number) as input and returns a new individual that is
the child of the two parents. The crossover function depends greatly on which
problem we are solving, and is sometimes trial and error. The most common
way is to select one or more crossover points in each individuals chromosome
and split the chromosome at these points and glue the parts from both parents
together.
Mutation Function The last of the main functions used in a GA is the mutation
function. This function is called from inside the crossover function before the
newly created child is returned. The mutation function changes one or more
genes with a certain mutation probability.
4 GA to Solve Reachability in DCR Graphs
To solve reachability in DCR graphs, we must find a sequence of events to execute
before the goal event is in an executable state, so a gene will be the id of an
event to execute. A chromosome will be lists of these ids.
Fitness function Looking at Definition 3, we know that an event G can be
executed if:
1. G is included.
2. All events that have a condition to G have been executed or excluded.
3. All events that have a milestone to G are excluded or are not pending.
Therefore, we score an event X when:
1. X has an include to G. This score is only considered if G is excluded.
2. a condition to G. This score is only considered if X has not been executed
previously. Execution of an event Y that has a condition to X must also be
given a score and so on.
3. a milestone relation to G. This score is only considered if the event is pending.
Execution of Y that has milestone X must also be given a score, in the same
way as the condition above.
4. an exclude relation to events that would have given some score according to
2 or 3.
7(1) is easy to check. We achieve (2) and (3) by performing a graph search in
the graph of events and relations from the G event following only condition and
milestone relations and store a score on the events we encounter and return that
score in the fitness function when the event is executed.
Before we consider (4) we first need to recall the example graph in Figure 1.
We see that it is more beneficial to execute C than B: Executing C instantly
enables execution of G, while executing B also requires executing D to enable
execution of G. The fitness function must therefore reflect the distinction that C
is better to execute than B. This is implemented by performing the graph search
used for 2 and 3 with a BFS and decrease the score the further we are from the
G event. Excluding an event that has a condition or milestone score according
to 2 or 3 should give the same score as executing the event. The BFS ensures
that execution or exclusion of an event that is closer to the G event returns a
higher score than events further away.
Excluding an event should then give the combined condition and milestone
score if the events that become excluded fulfill the requirements e.g. for condition
score that the event has never been executed and for milestone score that the
events is pending.
The selection function is implemented exactly as described in Section 3, by
calculating the accumulated selection chance and then selecting a parent by
chance.
The crossover function is implemented by choosing alternating genes from
the two selected parents. If we reach the end of one parents chromosome, we just
append the rest of the genes of the second parent to the child’s chromosome.
This is equivalent to having a crossover point after every gene3.
The mutation function has three equiprobable mutations:
1. Change a gene (execution) to another random execution value.
2. Append a gene with a random value to the end of the chromosome.
3. Remove a gene at a random position in the chromosome.
These mutations allow chromosomes to contain genes that represent executions
of events that are not executable. We hypothesize that it is beneficial to retain
these invalid executions, as they may become valid executions in the future if a
preceding execution mutates.
The last parameters of the genetic algorithm are the mutation probability,
which is set to 10% (we tried 5% with similar results), the initial population
size which is set to 50 and the starting length the individuals’ chromosomes
which is set to 2. The rather high mutation probability is necessary, as difficult
to find paths require more than 2 preceding executions, so we must force the
chromosomes to grow rather often.
The low initial population size allows us to generate new generations quicker.
Higher initial population sizes were tried, but generally performed worse. The
starting length the individuals’ chromosomes is set low, as the algorithm provides
better solutions faster for events where few preceding executions are necessary.
3 Other types of crossover functions were tried, however none achieved better perfor-
mance.
8Graph Eventsa Relationsb Comment
REAL-WORLD MODELS
Dreyer 31(4) 205 Executable model running Dreyer systems [24,11,12]
BigBelt 65(3) 293 Danish Railways emergency response processes [9]
CreateCase 12 24 Used in SPIN-based model-checking case-study [17]
6330 44(1) 135 Evaluation form for a Danish Arbitration Court [23]
7180 49 275 Complaints process from property evaluation
5919 25(3) 134 Application process of a major Danish pension fund
ARTIFICIAL MODELS
hard 25 42 Hard for state-space exploration
harder 29 49 Even harder for state-space exploration
milestones 8 56 Has paths exponentially larger than the model itself
a Number of events with no self-conditions; number with self-condition in parenthesis.
b Number of relations after flattening out nestings [14].
Real-world models (except BigBelt) kindly provided by Danish vendors of process
technology, Exformatics A/S and DCR Solutions A/S.
Table 1. Overview of graphs used in experiments
Post-processing The fitness function above allows paths that actually cannot ex-
ecute under DCR semantics. We remove such events before returning a solution,
and they do not contribute to the fitness score; however, they are important
because they may become legal after mutation.
5 Experiments
We evaluated the genetic algorithm on six real-world models and three arti-
ficial ones, comparing results with those of the brute-force state exploration
tool dcri [6,7].
We list the 9 models in Table 1; the models are available at https://itu.
dk/people/debois/ai4bpm-18. The real-world models were kindly provided by
Exformatics A/S and DCR Solutions A/S, except for BigBelt, which was a result
of the case study [9]. We note that the BigBelt model is the largest publically
DCR model available, and that the Dreyer model is known to be infeasible for
the dcri tool. The artificial models “hard” and “harder” was constructed by dcri
authors and pre-date the present study. Finally, we are grateful to Tijs Slaats
for suggesting the model “milestones” was as a model that has minimal paths
exponentially larger than the model itself.
The test were run on a machine equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700 pro-
cessor. The genetic algorithm used the same amount of memory around 18-20
MB on all graphs. Because the GA is non-deterministic, reported timings are
the average over 100 queries; because dcri is deterministic, reported timings are
the result of a single run.
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10 s timeout 60 s timeout
Total (s) Max (s) Avg. (s) Misses (%) Total (s) Max (s) Avg. (s) Misses (%)
GENETIC ALGORITHM
Dreyer 36.18 DNF 1.17 6.06 49.82 DNF 1.61 0.06
CreateCase 0.28 1.24 0.02 0 – – – –
BigBelt 6.45 2.78 0.10 0 – – – –
6330 0.70 0.19 0.02 0 – – – –
7180 61.46 8.24 1.25 0 – – – –
5919 4.47 DNF 0.15 0.20 6.18 10.25 0.23 0
BRUTE-FORCE (dcri)
Dreyer 154.00 DNF 4.97 35.48 595.98 DNF 19.23 25.80
CreateCase 0.08 0.05 0.01 0 – – – –
BigBelt 386.57 DNF 5.94 47.69 1405.40 DNF 21.62 26.15
6330 6.00 1.23 0.14 0 – – – –
7180 247.00 DNF 5.06 40.81 966.64 55.12 19.73 0
5919 45.01 DNF 1.80 16.00 155.94 32.91 6.00 0
Table 2. Comparison of results, Real-world models
Real-world model timing results are reported in Table 2. For both algorithms,
on each graph, we ran the algorithm on each event of the graph4, with a timeout
of 10 seconds. Then, for those graphs where one or more event was not reached,
we the search for each event, this time with a 60 second per event timeout.
Each row in the table reports the aggregate time consumption of consecu-
tively searching for each event in the model. The columns in the table are:
1. “Total”, the total time spent searching for paths for each event in the graph.
2. “Max”, the maximum time spent on a single event (i.e., on the most difficult
event); or DNF (Did Not Finish) in case of timeouts.
3. “Avg.”, the average time spent per event.
4. “Misses”, the percentage of queries failing to find a path.
When the 10-second timeout search succeeded on all events, we did not repeat
the search with a 60-second timeout, hence the cells containing “–”.
Note that whereas dcri deterministically either always finds a path or never
does, the GA randomly finds or fails to find certain paths. Also note that for
GA, “Total” is the average over all runs, whereas “Max” is maximum, so it is
possible for “Max” to be larger than “Total”.
Finally, we note that the GA does not consistently miss: Every event was
reached in the majority of runs.
4 A common modelling trick for DCR models is to have inert events that are prevented
from ever executing by having a condition to themselves. We did not search for paths
to such events.
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Graph Goal GA (s) dcri (s)
hard GOAL 0.15 976.00
harder GOAL 0.32 DNF
milestones A8 257.39 0.03
Table 3. Comparison of results, Artificial models (50 m timeout)
Artificial model timing results are reported in Table 3. We ran both tools with
timeouts of 50 minutes, searching only for a designated goal event.
6 Discussion
Real-world models. For all real-world models, the GA finds solutions strictly
more often than dcri.
1. With the 10-second timeout, of the 6 models, GA fails on 2, missing 6% and
0.2%; whereas dcri fails 4, missing 16%, 35%, 41%, and 48%.
2. With the 60-second timeout, GA fails on 1 model, missing only 0.06% on
Dreyer; whereas dcri fails on 2, ca. 25% of events on Dreyer and BigBelt.
On all but the “CreateCase” model, the GA is also faster:
1. Total time for the GA algorithm is between 4 and 12 times smaller than dcri
at the 10-second timeout. It is always an order magnitude smaller than dcri.
2. Average time for the GA algorithm is between 4 and 594 times smaller than
dcri at the 10-second timeout.
Timing results differ on CreateCase likely because the model is small enough
to be in the “sweet spot” for a brute force solution. We see in Table 1 that
CreateCase is indeed the smallest model, both in terms of number of events and
number of relations. In particular, it has an order of magnitude fewer relations
than other models, and so likely has a much smaller state-space.
In summary, our data indicates that for real-world models, the GA is univer-
sally better on all but very small models.
Artificial models. As expected, dcri performed very poorly on the models “hard”
and “harder” designed to have large state spaces, solving “hard” after ca. 16
minutes and failing to terminate on “harder”. Perhaps surprisingly, the GA
performs excellently on both, solving either in substantially less than a second.
The “milestones” model consists of 8 events {A1 . . . A8}. Each event has
a milestone to all events with a higher number and a response to all events
with a lower number. This results in an execution pattern where the executions
necessary to execute An−1 must be repeated to execute An; it easy to prove by
induction that in a graph of this shape, the shortest path to executing Ak has
length 2k−1, so executing A8 requires a path of length 127.
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However, the state-space of this model is tiny: Each event in the graph can
be in only 3 distinct states, namely “not executed and pending”, “executed
and not pending” or “executed and pending”; with 8 events, it follows that the
state-space contains at most a tiny 38 = 6461 possible states, making it easy to
solve for dcri. The GA struggles with this model, only finding a path in ca. 4.2
minutes. The longer the shortest path, the more often the GA has to randomly
find a good execution. Furthermore the infinite execution pattern (A1A2)
+ will
return a higher fitness score the more times it is run.
The paths discovered by the GA in the real-world graphs is generally in the
single digits for “BigBelt” and around 20 for “Dreyer”. However, these graphs
contain many more events and relations—cf. Table 1—and therefore presumably
exponentially more states to explore, making them more challenging for dcri.
GAs are not an exact science: a small change to the fitness, mutation or
crossover might substantially change results. We have set correct parameters for
these functions by trial and error, and it is likely that a more efficient implemen-
tation can be found. Furthermore smaller optimizations can possibly make the
performance of the algorithm better. One example is to implement the events as
bit vectors as done in other DCR engines [16].
Shortest paths. We note that our GA algorithm does not necessarily find the
shortest path; not even typically. For example, refer to the graph in Figure 1: The
current fitness function would give executions 〈B, D〉 the combined condition
scores of A and D while executing C only would give the condition score of D.
Therefore in the eyes of the GA, the path 〈B, D, Goal〉 is better than 〈C, Goal〉.
7 Conclusion
We have implemented event reachability for DCR graphs using a Genetic Al-
gorithm, and evaluated the resulting algorithm against an existing brute-force
solutions. On medium-sized real-world models and up, the Genetic Algorithm
both finds a solution more often, and does so more quickly.
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